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Winchester, MA According to Winchester Savings Bank, several key positions at the Bank have
recently been filled, including Barbara MacCorkle as senior vice president Risk & Compliance,
Patrick Todd as senior vice president & Chief Information Officer, Nancy Kreinest as vice
president Administrative Services, and Rich Sardellitti as vice president Bank Security.

“It is my great pleasure to add these individuals to our growing WSB team,” said John Carroll,
president and CEO. “They bring experience, integrity, and a collaborative approach to  the important
work we are doing.”

MacCorkle has more than 30 years in banking, covering lending, marketing, and technology. Most
recently, she has 10 years in security and risk management, including her CISSP certification.
“Banks need to balance risk with opportunity, and helping Winchester Savings do that well is key to
our success.”

Todd has worked in the tech industry for more than 25 years, half of which has been in financial
services. “Information Technology is always a challenge, especially for banks,” said Todd. “A
community bank needs systems to be adaptable, scalable, and rigorous, and I look forward to the
challenge.”

Kreinest has worked in financial institutions of all sizes, leading teams large and small. Her new
responsibilities include project management, facilities, and human resources. “My years in
community banking have been immensely rewarding. This opportunity to focus on process as well
as people is exciting.”

Sardellitti has bachelor’s and master’s degrees in criminal justice and is a Certified Fraud Examiner.
“Financial crimes can be devastating to consumers, businesses, and banks,” said Sardellitti.



“Winchester Savings is the perfect place to help educate the community on ways to stay safe while
making sure protecting customer information is a top priority.”  
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